Party/Group Rate Package
Requirements:

You must have a minimum of 10 people to receive the group rate.
Reservations are made in advance, and a $75.00 non-refundable
deposit is required within two weeks of booking.
Event will not be scheduled until deposit has been received.

Time:

Groups are scheduled in two hours and fifteen minute time slots.

Waiver:

Signed waivers are required for all climbers and belayers. Anyone
under 18 needs a parent’s signature on the waiver.

Climber Cost:

$16.00 per climber– price includes a harness. $160.00 is the
minimum cost to book an event.

Belayer Cost:

A belayer is the person on the ground who takes the slack out of the
rope as his/her partner climbs up the wall. In order to climb, you
must have an N.S.C.G certified belayer. Anyone in the group age
16 or older can take a lesson to learn how to belay prior to the date
of the event. The lesson takes approximately 30 minutes and costs
$25.00 per person. You also have the option of hiring our staff to
belay for your group at a cost of $30.00 per belayer. Returning
belayers that have not belayed at North Summit for 6 months will be
charged a $10.00 refresher fee.
We recommend 1 belayer to every 4 to 5 climbers.

Party Room:

There is a group/party room next to the climbing area. When a
group is scheduled, you also get access to this room. The room
has a table that seats 10-12 people, a refrigerator with room for your
group’s drinks - no alcoholic beverages allowed - and space in
the freezer for ice or ice cream. You are welcome to bring
decorations and food.

Optional Rentals:

$5.00 for climbing shoes, $3.00 for additional belayers harness.
(Light socks are needed to wear with the rental shoes.)
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